
CommonLook® Office GlobalAccess 
Quick Start Guide  

using 
Microsoft® Word 

Welcome to the NetCentric Technologies® CommonLook Office GlobalAccess Quick 
Start Guide. This tutorial is intended to help users quickly become familiar with the 
features and operation of CommonLook Office GlobalAccess.   

Used in conjunction with its accompanying sample document, this guide will take users 
step by step through the process of using CommonLook Office GlobalAccess to create 
an accessible and compliant PDF document from the original Microsoft Word source.  
During the process, many accessibility issues typically found in Word documents will be 
addressed and fixed.    

A quite versatile tool, CommonLook Office GlobalAccess not only provides support for a 
variety of accessibility standards but also evaluates documents for conformance to the 
following standards: 

· WCAG 2.0 – (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines version 2.0), World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C).

· PDF U/A (Universal Accessibility) – (ISO 14289), International Organization for
Standardization (ISO)

· HHS – The electronic document accessibility standard in use by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

· Section 508 - 2001 Regulations – (United States Access Board). This version of
the Section 508 standards will remain in force until the updated Section 508
regulations based upon WCAG 2.0 standard go into effect.

Although this guide shows users how to fix many accessibility issues in Word 
documents, it is not meant to be an all-inclusive guide for using Microsoft Word. For 
more information, or to become more familiar with Microsoft Office and/or CommonLook 
Office GlobalAccess, please contact NetCentric Technologies at 
training@commonlook.com to discuss various training options.  

In addition, this guide assumes that CommonLook Office GlobalAccess is properly 
installed and activated on your computer. To request a trial version of the software, or to 
obtain additional information about NetCentric Technologies products and services, visit 
the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess Trial Request page. For help with installation or 
activation, send an email to support@commonlook.com.  

http://commonlook.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Quick-Start-Document.docx
mailto:training@commonlook.com
http://commonlook.com/accessibility-software/commonlook-pdf/commonlook-office-globalaccess-request-a-trial/
mailto:support@commonlook.com


Please note:  In this guide, the terms CommonLook, CommonLook Office, and 
GlobalAccess may also be used to refer to the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess 
software. 

Standards Compliance and Usability: An Important 
Distinction  
Accessibility compliance and usability are not interchangeable terms. In fact, a 
document can be Section 508 (2001 Regulations) compliant and still not be very “user 
friendly” (usable). For example, the Section 508 (2001) regulations do not require the 
use of heading levels in a document. 

The difference between “usability” and “accessibility,” however, can be illustrated with 
the following scenario:  Screen reading software (computer applications that people who 
are blind use to hear the content on their computers) can scan through a document by 
heading levels, much like a sighted person would use bookmarks.  If a document is 
particularly long, this is a much faster way to locate and navigate to the relevant content 
in the document.  Once located, the screen reader may be switched over to read the 
pertinent information under a particular heading. In contrast, without heading levels, 
users must listen to all of the (irrelevant) content before arriving at the section they want 
to hear. This deficiency, in fact, is one of the reasons why the Section 508 Standards 
established in 2001 are being revised and updated.  (Note that in other conformance 
criteria such as WCAG 2.0, PDF U/A, and HHS, heading levels are required). 

CommonLook Office GlobalAccess will not only help users assure that their PDF 
documents are compliant with accessibility standards, but will also help make sure the 
documents are as useable as possible. 

Why Content Authors Want to Use CommonLook Office 
It is much easier and time/resource efficient to take a proactive approach to document 
accessibility, addressing problems while still in MS Word, as opposed to having to fix a 
PDF once it has been created.  Because document authors know the contents of their 
work, what the major sections are and where lists, tables, and/or images have been 
used, they are best suited to effectively create accessible PDFs from their documents.  
In addition, regarding the use of images, content authors would also know best whether 
or not alternative text is needed for an image and what text would be adequately 
descriptive for a particular image.  (For more information on alternative text, refer to the 
section in this guide on Images and Other Graphical Content.) 

Let’s Get Started!  
This Quick Start Tutorial uses the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess software along 
with the CommonLook Office Quick Start Document. If you have not already done so, 



download the Quick Start Document.  Once downloaded, we recommend you make a 
copy of the Quick Start Document and work on that copy.  

To begin using CommonLook Office GlobalAccess follow these steps:  

1. Open the working copy of the Quick Start Document in Microsoft Word (once 
open, you may need to Enable Editing in Microsoft Word).  

2. On the ribbon, near the right side, select the tab labelled CommonLook Office. 

3. In the CommonLook Office tab, there are a number of options for help and 
preferences.  Select the first button on the left, “Create CommonLook PDF” to 
open the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess software. 

http://commonlook.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Quick-Start-Document.docx


4. CommonLook Office GlobalAccess will open and ask you to select the desired 
compliance standard to use.   

a. To follow the steps in this guide, select WCAG 2.0. 
b. Click the OK button.  (Note: The processes described in this tutorial, using 

WCAG 2.0, are virtually identical to those used with the other standards, 
differing only in the selected conformance criteria.) 

The “Current Checkpoint” Tab 
When CommonLook Office GlobalAccess opens, the document is displayed in a panel 
on the left side of the screen (also referred to as the Physical View in this guide) and the 
checkpoints panels are on the right. By default, CommonLook Office GlobalAccess 



opens in the Current Checkpoint tab, stopping on the first checkpoint that is identified as 
having an issue or needing manual verification.    

The “All Checkpoints” Tab 
To the left of the “Current Checkpoint” tab is the “All Checkpoints” tab.  Selecting this 
tab shows all of the checkpoints for the chosen standard (in this case WCAG 2.0).  Not 
every checkpoint will be relevant for every document.  The checkpoints that are in bold 
are those that either CommonLook Office GlobalAccess has found an issue with or they 
require manual verification from the user.  Checkpoints that do not present any issues 
will not be in bold and those that do not apply to the particular document will be 
identified as “Not Applicable.”  

  
Additional Information about Each Checkpoint 
Above the Checkpoints panels is a yellow box that explains what each checkpoint is 
looking for when the document is tested.  In addition, there is a link, labeled “More” that 



provides in-depth information about the checkpoint, its purpose, and instructions on how 
to handle it, along with conformance criteria for the chosen standard.  

Images and Other Graphical Content 
Note:  If you clicked on the “All Checkpoints” tab in the previous section, return to the 
“Current Checkpoint” tab to proceed through this guide. 

In the sample document, the first checkpoint where CommonLook Office GlobalAccess 
stops is on the images and “non-text content.”  The issue is that images and graphics 
have been detected that do not have alternative text.  Alternative text is read by screen 
reading software to tell the user what the image or graphic is intended to portray.  
Without alternative text for images, the relevant information is lost to people who use 
assistive technology.    

Notice listed in the “Current Checkpoint” panel are two images that do not have 
Alternative Text.   

1. To fix the first issue, associated with the CommonLook logo, place the cursor in 
the Textual Description field and provide an appropriate description for the figure. 
In this case “CommonLook logo” will be sufficient.  (Note:  Because, originally, 
there was no Alternative text assigned to the image, the checkbox below the 
“Textual Description” box, labeled “No textual description required (etc.)”, was 
checked.  Leaving this box checked will untag (or “artifact”) the image in the PDF, 
and it will not be identified by assistive technology.  When a textual description of 



the image is entered, this checkbox becomes unchecked. 

2. 
 

Proceed to the next issue by selecting the “Next Task” button at the bottom of the 
Checkpoints panel.  

a. 
 

Because the Alt. text for the logo was so short, CommonLook Office 
GlobalAccess asks you to verify that it is indeed appropriate for the image.  
Select “Yes” to indicate that you are satisfied with the Alt. text and that you 



wish to continue.  

3. The second image in the document is now identified both in the physical view on 
the left and in the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess panel on the right.   
Because the chart contains a lot of information, this graphic will require a more 
detailed alternative text description than the first example did.  Copy or type the 
following into the Textual Description field:  
“Chart labelled ‘Where is PDF going?’ showing the growth of PDF in Millions of 
Files Online from 2011 to 2012 as measured by Google. PDF use has grown 
from 400 million to 1.5 billion files online, far outpacing the other indicated 
formats – SWF, DOC, PPT, and XLS.”   

4. Below the checkpoint panel, next to “Task”, click the arrow to the right of 
“Applicable Checkpoint” to proceed to the next checkpoint in the document that 
needs to be addressed.   

Remember:  For more information about the Alternative Text checkpoint, or any other 
checkpoint, click the “More” link in the yellow box located above the checkpoint tabs. 

Lists 
The purpose of this checkpoint is for the user to manually verify that all of the items in a 
list (in the physical view) will be tagged as a list in the PDF.  Common errors that are 
made when creating lists in Word include not using (or improperly using) the list 
functionality provided by MS Word and/or one list being broken into two (or more) lists. 

When the checkpoint opens, the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess panel will display 
the lists that are in the Word document (where images were identified in the previous 
checkpoint).  Follow these steps to verify that lists are assembled correctly:   

1. In the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess panel, click on the plus (+) sign to the 
left of the first list to expand the “tree”, revealing the list items.  (Pressing the right 
arrow on the keyboard will also open the list “tree”.)   

2. Click on each “List Item” to verify that the proper content is highlighted in the 
document. (If the List “tree” is expanded, selecting the Next Task button, or 



pressing the down arrow on the keyboard, will highlight the individual list items). 

 
You will see that the first list is, in fact, assembled correctly.  Click Next Task to 
continue on, verifying the second and third lists in the document as well.  You 
should notice a problem with the third (nested) list; we’ll address that next. 

Fixing the third list: 

The Problem: 
The problem with the third list is that while, in the physical view of the document it 
appears as a list of three items containing a nested list of two related items (under the 
second “main” list point), in the tagging, as revealed by CommonLook Office 
GlobalAccess, it will be marked as a list of only two items (with the nested list under the 
second “main” item).  Item three is not highlighted when the list is selected in the 
CommonLook Office panel.     



Further opening of the third list in CommonLook Office GlobalAccess shows exactly 
how this list will be tagged.  To see this, Select the third list in the CommonLook Office 
panel and expand all the collapsed nodes (by clicking on the plus (+) signs with the 
mouse or by using a combination of right and down arrow keys on the keyboard). 



The Solution: 
1. In the Word document, place the cursor in front of the word “Item” for list item 

three. 

2. Press “Backspace” (on the keyboard) until “Item 3” is on the same line as  
“b.  Item 2-b”.  

3. 
 

Press “Enter” on the keyboard.  “Item 3” will now be listed as a third nested list 
item under number 2. 

4. 
  
While holding down the “Shift” key on the Keyboard, press the “Tab” key.  This 
will move “Item 3” out one level in the “Parent List” and create the proper nesting.  
(At this point it will appear as though you are right back where you started.  The 
difference is that now the list functionality in Word is being used correctly and the 
list will be tagged correctly in the PDF as well.) 



  
5. In the CommonLook Office panel, below the lists, click the “Reload” button.  This 

will reload the List checkpoint.   



6. Select and open the third list in the CommonLook Office panel to verify that the 
list and the nested sub-list have been assembled correctly.   

7. Click “Next Applicable Checkpoint.” 

Tables 
After the List checkpoint, CommonLook Office GlobalAccess stops on the Data Tables 
checkpoint.  There are three tables identified in this document and all will need some 
attention. 

Presentation Tables 
Table 1, listed in the CommonLook panel, identifies a table in the Word document that 
the author used to create a two column effect. This is not a good authoring practice, but 
CommonLook Office GlobalAccess can deal with this issue by allowing you to designate 
the table as a Presentation Table.  (For more information on why this is a poor authoring 
choice, click the “More” link in CommonLook Office GlobalAccess.)   

To resolve this issue, follow these steps (the list numbers correspond to the numbers in 
the screen shot below this list): 

1. Select “Table 1” in the CommonLook panel. 
2. In the “Select Table Type” panel below, choose “Presentation”.   
3. Because the left column of the table should be read before the right column, 

select the radio button to “Linearize Table Vertically.”    
4. Click “Next Task” to proceed to the second table. 



Simple Data Tables 
Data tables need to have their heading cells identified as either column or row headers 
so that screen readers can associate the data in the table with the correct headers.  
Unfortunately, MS Word does not provide this functionality for its data tables.  
CommonLook Office GlobalAccess, however, will allow the user to correctly mark 
header cells so that the tables are compliant with accessibility standards. 

To address the second table, follow these steps below.  (The list numbers correspond to 
the numbers in the screen shot below this list.)     

1. Select “Table 2” in the CommonLook panel (if it is not already selected).  Notice 
that this table only contains column heading cells (no row headers are present). 

2. In the “Select Table Type” panel, choose “Column Headers.”  
3. Because this is a data table, best practice calls for a summary.  Type an 

appropriate summary in the “Summary” text field.  For this example, we will use 
“Table showing prices for varying quantities of widgets.” 

4. The headers “Quantity” and “Price” take up one row in the table, so in the field 
labeled “Rows of Column Headers”, set that value to “1”.   

5. Click “Next Task” to proceed to the third table. 



Complex Tables 
The process to fix the third table is very similar to fixing the second table with the 
addition of row headers and more than one row of column headers.  (The list numbers 
correspond to the numbers in the screen shot below this list.)  

1. If not already selected, click on “Table 3” in the CommonLook Office panel. 
2. Mark the table type as “Column and Row Headers”. 
3. Input a table summary.  We’ll use “Table indicating prices for Imported and 

Domestic apricots and cherries in Perth and Adelaide.” 
4. There are three rows of column headings, so set the value in the box next to 

“Rows of Column Headers” to “3”.    
5. There are two columns of row headers, so set the value in the box next to 

“Columns of Row Headers” to “2”.   
6. Click “Next Applicable Checkpoint” to proceed through the document.  



Color Use 
After moving on from the Data Tables checkpoint, in the previous section, CommonLook 
Office GlobalAccess has detected color on pages 2, 3, and 4 of the document.  We 
need to verify that information is not being conveyed solely through the use of color and 
fix instances in which this is the case.   

In this sample document, on Page 2, there is a list that contains “good items” (in green 
text) and “bad items” (in red text).  Unfortunately, if information in a document is 
conveyed only through the use of color, people who are blind (or people who are 
colorblind) will not (or may not) have access to that information.  This is an authoring 
consideration that needs to be fixed in Word.  One solution could be to create two lists, 
one for “good” items and another list for “bad” items.  Another solution could be to 
create a table with a “good” column and a “bad” column.   

To check for appropriate color use follow these steps: 



1. In the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess panel, click on the “Show Filter” button.  
A lens will open which can be used to check for color issues. 

2. 
 

Click on the lens and drag it over the document to remove color.  Make sure that 
when color is removed, information is not also lost.   

3. 
 

As previously mentioned, if information is lost due to the use of color, this needs 
to be fixed in Word.  Click the “Close & Return to Word” button at the top left of 
the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess ribbon, fix the color issues, save your 
changes, and then reopen CommonLook to continue making the PDF compliant.  
(Note:  Every page that uses color will be listed in the CommonLook Office 
panel.  For efficiency, you could check all of the listed pages, making a note of 
those that need to be fixed, and then return to Word, fix all of the color issues, 



and then reopen CommonLook Office.)   

4. 
 

Click “Next Task” to proceed through the other pages that use color.   
a. Page Three – the Chart – While this is not an ideal presentation of the 

data in the chart, the information will also be conveyed by the Alternative 
text assigned during the “Non-Text Content” checkpoint.   

b. Page Four – The Complex Table – Even though page four does not 
contain color, the color checkpoint stops here due to the use of the bold 
font in the table headings.  If information was being conveyed solely with 
the use of bold font, this would also present accessibility issues, because 
screen readers will not identify font changes such as bold, italics, 
underline, etc.  However, because we’ve addressed the table in the “Data 
Tables” checkpoint, we know that this table will be accessible and 
compliant.   

5. Click “Next Applicable Checkpoint” to proceed through the document.  

Note:  When reopening CommonLook Office GlobalAccess, the software will stop on 
the checkpoint for images and Alternative text even though, at this point, those issues 
have been corrected.  This is because some checkpoints, like Alternative text for 
images, are “user verification” checkpoints meaning that they cannot be automatically 
passed.  The user needs to verify, in this example, that the Alternative text is correct.  
However, because we have already fixed the Alternative text for the images, you can 
“fast forward” to where you left off either by clicking the “Next Applicable Checkpoint” or 
clicking on the “All Checkpoints” tab, choosing the checkpoint that you want to work on 
next, and then selecting the “Current Checkpoint” tab again.   

Metadata 
“The main purpose of metadata is to facilitate in the discovery of relevant information, 
more often classified as resource discovery. Metadata also helps organize electronic 
resources, provide digital identification, and helps support archiving and preservation of 
the resource. Metadata assists in resource discovery by ‘allowing resources to be found 
by relevant criteria, identifying resources, bringing similar resources together, 



distinguishing dissimilar resources, and giving location information.'”  (For more 
information, visit the Wikipedia page on metadata.)  

Use the text fields in the Metadata checkpoint to add the following information: 

1. Title – This should be short but informative to the purpose of the document.   
2. Author – This is never an individual person’s name.  Use the name of the 

organization, department, agency, division, etc. 
3. Subject – Sometimes the same as the title.  May provide a brief description of the 

document.    
4. Keywords – Keywords make the document searchable online.  Separate 

keywords with semicolons.  
5. When finished inputting the metadata information, click “Next Applicable 

Checkpoint” to continue. 

Hyperlinks 
Alternative Text on Links 
Similar to images and “non-text” content, hyperlinks should also have Alternative text.  
For people who use screen readers, listening to a URL is difficult and often 
meaningless. This checkpoint allows the user to describe the link in a meaningful way.   

1. In the “Textual Description” field, replace the URL with a more appropriate 
description of the link’s target.  In this case, type (or copy and paste):  “The 
Department of Justice’s report on ADA and Section 508.” 

2. Click “Next Applicable Checkpoint” to continue working through the document.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metadata


Link’s “Displayed” Text 
A common authoring practice, when including a link in a document, is to simply 
hyperlink the words “click here” or to type in the entire URL.  This, however, is a poor 
authoring practice.  For one reason, screen readers can scan through a document 
reading only the links.  If all of the links simply say “click here”, the user has no 
indication of where that link will take them and whether or not that is the link they want 
to follow.  Equally uninformative is including the entire URL; that can be just as 
confusing and useless as “click here.”  This checkpoint asks the user to verify that the 
hyperlinked text is sufficiently descriptive.    

To fix the issue as encountered in this sample document: 

1. Close CommonLook Office and return to Word. 
2. Highlight the link text in the document and right click on it. 



3. From the context menu, choose “Edit Hyperlink”.   

4. 
 

When the “Edit Hyperlink” window opens, type appropriate text into the “Text to 
display” field.  In the screen shot below, the text was changed to “View the DOJ 
Section 508 report.”          

5. 
 

Click “OK” at the lower right corner of the Edit Hyperlink window. 
6. Save your changes and then reopen CommonLook Office GlobalAccess to 

continue through the other checkpoints.  

Heading Levels – Skipped Headings 
In the section of this guide discussing the difference between accessibility and usability, 
we mention that the proper use of heading levels is very important.  The next error 
identified by CommonLook Office GlobalAccess is that heading levels have been 
skipped.  As a result, not only will improper structural information will be conveyed to the 
user, but also document navigation will be more difficult.   

As illustrated in the screen shot below, the CommonLook Office GlobalAccess panel will 
list the headings used in the document and identify where headings have been skipped.  
Clicking on one of the headings shown in the CommonLook panel will highlight that text 



in the Physical View of the Word document.  

When the errors have been identified, close CommonLook Office, return to Word, and 
make the necessary adjustments. 

After returning to Word, select the Home tab in the ribbon and, in the “Styles” group, 
assign the proper heading levels to the various sections of the document.   
For ease and consistency in using this guide and the practice document, the table 
below identifies heading text and its associated heading level:  

Heading Text On Page Proper Heading Level 
Dealing with increasing 
concerns for Document 
Accessibility in Digital 
Media Today 

1 Heading 1 

Introduction: Electronic 
Documents 

1 Heading 2 

Why is PDF so 
Prevalent? 

1 Heading 2 

The Use of Color 2 Heading 2 
Result is Limited to 
Compliance with 
Regulations on Many 
Websites 

2 Heading 2 

Nested (sub) Lists 2 Heading 2 
Images 3 Heading 2 
Examples of Tables 3 Heading 2 
Presentation Table 3 Heading 3 
Simple Table 3 Heading 3 
Complex Table 4 Heading 3 



After the headings in the Word document have been assigned the proper style, save 
your work and reopen CommonLook Office GlobalAccess to continue verifying the 
document.  As previously mentioned, you’ll need to proceed through the “user 
verification” checkpoints again but because things like Alternative text have already 
been addressed in the sample document, you can “fast forward” through these 
checkpoints fairly quickly.   

Creating the PDF Document 
After fixing the skipped heading levels, opening CommonLook Office GlobalAccess and 
clicking “Next Applicable Checkpoint” a number of times (seven, in this sample 
document) will take you past the “user verification” checkpoints, past the heading level 
checkpoint (where CommonLook Office does not stop this time because headings have 
been fixed) and it will stop at the point of creating the PDF document.   

By default, the PDF will be saved in the same location where the Word document is 
located.  In the “Save As” window, the path information where the document will be 
saved is also included as part of the file name.  Of course, as with any document, the 
location and the file name can be changed.  When ready to make the PDF, click “Save.” 

Creating a Report 
After the PDF has been created, CommonLook Office GlobalAccess will ask if you want 
to open the PDF and also if you would like to generate a report.  If you choose to make 
a report, in the “Save As” window, give it a name and then click “Save”.  It will be saved 
as an HTML file.   

If you elect at this point to not create a report and then later on decide that you need 
one, simply open the Word document again, open CommonLook Office GlobalAccess, 
click “Next Applicable Checkpoint” to work through the “user verification” checkpoints, 
and then click the “Generate Report” button near the bottom left of the CommonLook 
panel.   



Closing Remarks 
Congratulations! You have generated an accessible WCAG 2.0 compliant PDF 
document using CommonLook Office GlobalAccess.  

We hope that this Quick Start Guide has been a helpful resource in getting started using 
the software.  

For more tips, help, and information, please check NetCentric Technologies’ 
CommonLook website (www.commonlook.com).  For information about training on 
CommonLook Office GlobalAccess or training in Microsoft Word, please refer to the 
Training page on our website or email us at training@commonlook.com.   

We wish you continued success in your creation of accessible and compliant PDF 
documents! 

http://www.commonlook.com/
http://commonlook.com/document-accessibility-training/commonlook-training-request/
mailto:training@commonlook.com
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